
Trinisys is a leading provider of enterprise data migration, integration, 
normalization, and workflow automation. ClearView LAS revolutionizes 
the way healthcare organizations traditionally aggregate, process and 
access historical clinical information from disparate legacy systems. 
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ClearView LAS Benefits
Consolidate non-strategic and disparate clinical 
systems, quickly and economically

Fully secure data both in motion and at rest

Robust search capability across multiple locations 
and systems

View detail to the encounter or document level

Select required role and purpose to automate 
release of information and other additional 
workflows

Configurable user access and audit reporting

Legacy Archive Solution



ClearView LAS Features
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Single Sign On (SSO) & Active Directory Integration
Direct Access from current EHR
Robust multi-data point search functionality
Full audit capabilities & export to monitoring services
Admin control of user permissions/roles
Full legal patient record

Traditionally, when faced with the issue of managing patient data, 
providers thought they only had three options: convert some, convert 
none, or convert all information. Therefore, some organizations only 
convert the bare minimum in order to accelerate conversion time, 
severely curbing the benefits gained. 

ClearView LAS (Legacy Archive Solution) is the complete, secure 
solution for legacy data archival, migration and translation, and 
normalization. This solution allows providers to securely access and 
report on patients’ full historic health records (clinical and financial) 
directly from their current EHR platform. Utilizing efficient single 
sign-on capabilities via active directory authentication, clinical teams 
and HIM professionals have a single source of truth for patient data. 
ClearView LAS also provides the organization with an added layer 
of security for static data with automated audit detail that exports to 
compliance management applications like FairWarning and others. 

Diverse Needs. Actionable Data. 
HIPAA Compliant. One Flexible Solution.

Our depth of experience with 
health systems’ enterprise 
needs makes us uniquely 
positioned to help identify 
data migration, conversion, 
storage and access 
requirements, and then create 
the best solution to fit those 
needs. To date, Trinisys has 
integrated with over 150 
electronic health (EHR) and 
Practice Management (PM) 
systems.


